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Remove cryoholder from “custom-built” pumping station (if only one holder is present) 
1. Note high-vacuum pressure on gauge.  Typically, 2×10-5 torr or less is okay for use.  If 

higher, you may have a difficult time maintaining a stable, cold temperature. 
2. Close dewar valve (on cryoholder). 
3. Close two (black-colored) valves on pumping station that pump out the holder (one to tip of 

holder, other to tube that connects to the dewar valve). 
4. Turn off turbopump (blue-colored switch) and high vacuum gauge (if unselected, press 

arrowheads to select "HIGH" vacuum gauge; press button with open and filled circle to turn 
off). 

5. Disconnect vacuum hose from dewar valve, and unplug the controller cable.  Gently remove 
holder from "tube". 

6. Rough-vacuum pump should stay on. 
 
 
Insert cryoholder into “custom-built” pumping station (if only one holder is present) 
1. Gently insert cryoholder into the "tube". 
2. Attach the small hose to the dewar line and plug in the cable from the controller. 
3. Open the two valves, one to the small hose and the other to the tip of the cryo-holder. 
4. After the rough-vacuum pump has pumped so the pressure is in the 10-2 torr range, turn on 

the turbopump (blue-colored switch). 
5. After the turbopump has run 1-2 minutes, turn on the high vacuum gauge (press button with 

open and filled circle). 
6. Open dewar valve when the high vacuum pressure is in the 10-4 torr range (or lower). 
7. Start a two-hour (or longer, if desired) bakeout ("Zeolite cycle") of the holder.  Push and turn 

large knob on cryoholder controller to find "Zeolite cycle" option.  Push large knob again to 
select.  To increase bakeout time, push and then turn large knob.  Push an indicated small 
button to start or stop the bakeout.  While bakeout is running, push large knob to stop (if 
desired).  You may need to run the "warm-up cycle" first (temperature needs to be 20°C or 
higher to start bakeout). 
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